THE AUTOMATION OF
CYBER INCIDENT RESPONSE
Streamline your processes, team and capabilities

Chaos, Confusion, and Costly Mistakes
Chaos reigns during a cyber-attack. With an ever-shifting landscape
of attack vectors and an ever-increasing potential for loss, the
pressure continues to mount for organizations to ensure they can
quickly and effectively respond to security incidents. When mistakes
happen or response is not timely or well planned, the effects can be
felt all the way up to the boardroom, company shareholders,
customers and news media.

Problems with manual or ad hoc incident response:
 Tracking of progress
 Miscommunication
 Human errors due to confusion
 Lack of complete and real-time visibility
 Delayed or slow response times
 Lack of familiarity with high pressure events
 Exponential costs
Managing a single yet critical incident is already a difficult task, but
most SOC teams must deal with multiple incidents simultaneously. As
the number and complexity increases across large organizations, the
chances of error and delay dramatically increase.
When mere minutes of delay can mean millions in losses, effective
SOC teams must automate as many processes as they can to not only
remove human limitations in speed, but also to prevent delay-causing
or stress induced mistakes. Every second a SOC team spends trying
to determine what should be done is another second where critical
data and systems may be exposed or damages continue to
compound.

“Throwing more security staff at
a problem is usually not the best
answer or even effective in the
results. First, consider automating
human-intensive processes
and seeking more streamlined
escalation and response...”
Carson Zimmerman, Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cybersecurity
Operations Center, 94 (2014).

CyberSponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps)
The CyberSponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) gives security
teams and upper management peace of mind that errors, confusion or
miscommunications are now problems of the past. CyOps gives CISOs the
added confidence when they must report an incident to the Board, they can
positively state their response was speedier, more effective, and more cost
effective than if they had been using other systems and processes.

CyOps Automation Benefits:
 Real-time tracking of response progress
 Minimize human error in response plan execution
 Greatly improve speed for machine or human response
 Machine to Machine automation results in less false positives
 Provide security teams with ability to pre-plan and run simulations
By automating incident response, CyOps can give CISOs unparalleled
insight into the current status of their security teams’ tasks and progress.
CyOps ensures that no tasks or work assignments fall through the cracks
and incorporates human service level agreements.

Because CyOps

integrates an organization's response plans into automated workflows or
game plays, SOC teams now have the flexibility to run simulations so they
can remedy inefficiencies in advance, not when critical systems are
actually at risk. The end result is CyOps users now have SOC teams that
CyOps's automated workflow engine handles most tasks.

run like well-oiled machines and can rely on predictable, proper responses
to whatever novel attack may come their way.
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Pricing Model
The CyberSponse Security Operations Platform (CyOps) is a robust platform
that can be deployed in both Secure SaaS and on-premise instances.
CyOps is an affordable solution for coordinating effective response. The cost
of a slow response to an incident can be far more costly than being proactive
with CyOps. CyOps can be integrated with a variety of security tools as well
as other tools, including ticketing systems, depending on organizational
needs. Pricing is generally on a per-seat basis, billed annually.
 Light-weight installations
 Be up and running in a single day

47% of all breaches were caused by

 Save money — reduce hiring needs or turn-over
 Access to new features or capabilities as they are released

malicious or criminal attacks
(the highest cause).

CyOps subscriptions have three primary levels based on organizational
needs or functionality: Basic, Professional, and Enterprise.

Custom

development and professional services are available if needed. Call today to

Do you have a plan?

find out which package is right for you.

About CyberSponse
CyberSponse enables companies to defend and counter attackers through a
unique,

Being understaffed or lacking resources are common realities in today’s
demanding information security market. The CyberSponse Security
(CyOps)

is

a

highly-scalable,

real-time,

centralized, enterprise-grade security operations platform built to help
modern SOC teams achieve advanced levels of efficiency and
productivity.
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Founded in 2011, CyberSponse is a leading provider of automated incident

Value & Benefits

Platform

security

comprehensive incident response lifecycle management.

According to the Verizon 2015 Data Breach Report

Operations

collaborative

From integration with modern detection tools to

consolidated communications, CyOps provides the modern SOC with
everything it needs to keep personnel performing at their peak. The
next generation SOC needs to ensure it is compliant, fast, and
cost-effective in managing its environment.

Never be caught

response (IR) solutions for cyber security threat management. Most security
groups within organization’s today use Word, Excel, and internal email to
manage their daily security operations. CyberSponse takes a different
approach and believes that an automated and transparent view of SecOp
efforts and true situational awareness for all levels of management is
required for proactive management of the complexity of IT security. The
CyberSponse technology platform dramatically improves the efficiency and
the effectiveness of the daily SecOps team’s efforts against cyber-attacks by
providing a centralized system for managing, monitoring, reporting, and
analyzing an organization’s entire IT security infrastructure and processes.

unprepared again!
 Integration with the latest technology (malware analysis, threat
intelligence, IDS, SIEM, etc.)
 Let no task or assignment slip through the cracks
 Practice response with simulation capabilities
 Best practices and regulatory compliance templates
 Build executive dashboards
 Automated workflow & orchestration engine

Contact Cybersponse
Website: www.cybersponse.com
Email: sales@cybersponse.com
Phone: 480.378.3493
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